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Abstract

One of the goals of modern quantum chemistry is to simulate actual chem-
ical experiments. In order to study species closer to real life systems and
bulk environments there is a need for methodological developments. There
are two ways to approach large systems with a given level of accuracy:
conceptual changes to quantum chemistry methods or algorithmic devel-
opments for current methods. Many scientists believe that the conceptual
changes truly increase the size of the systems one can study. With more
or less advanced approximations to the method it is possible to increase
the efficiency of calculations orders of magnitude. The implementation and
algorithms fall down in the priority list, as advanced algorithmic develop-
ments are time consuming and usually lead to lower efficiency increases
than conceptual changes. In this work it is shown that algorithmic devel-
opments cannot be neglected, and that even simple changes help in uti-
lizing the power of modern computers and can also increase the efficiency
by orders of magnitude. In this work new algorithmic developments are
presented and used for solving various timely chemical problems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

From the very beginning one of the dreams behind developments of theo-
retical chemistry methods was to be able to simulate an actual experiment
without the need of actually performing it. While we are still far from sim-
ulating bulk systems in routine calculations, theoretical chemistry methods
have great successes in predicting experimental results using different mod-
els and approximations. It is much easier to look for a successful synthesis
route using theoretical calculations than through blind experimental tries,
which are expensive and time consuming. In spectroscopy, spectral inter-
pretation is based on theoretically simulated spectra routinely nowadays
making joint theoretical and experimental work fast and efficient.

The past 20 years have been marked by a phenomenal progress in the
area of computational chemistry, making theoretical chemistry one of the
most rapidly growing areas in chemistry. The steep increase in computing
power over those years has certainly contributed to the popularity of theo-
retical studies enabling usage of better approximations for larger and more
realistic systems.

While the computing capacity was growing, especially in recent years
through popularity of Graphical Processing Units (GPU), there was an
increasing need for new algorithms that would be able to utilize this poten-
tial. For many systems, especially in biological chemistry, simple methods
tend to give satisfactory results, but there are still many systems where
in order to get reliable predictions one needs to go for so called Ab Initio
methods. Ab Initio methods are derived using mathematical approxima-
tions from basic rules of physics, without any experimental parameters. Ab
Initio methods constitute the powerful tool for predicting properties and
reactions of unknown chemical systems but the computational cost of these
methods is high and scales very fast with the size of the studied system.
Efficient algorithms that utilize the power of modern computer architec-
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2 1 Introduction

tures with Ab Initio methods hold the key to routine and reliable studies
of many challenging systems.

In this work it is shown how algorithmic developments coupled with
different methods of theoretical chemistry can advance the sizes and ac-
curacies of the systems studied. First a general introduction is given to
electronic structure theory methods which will be used. In the follow-
ing chapters different methods are introduced that use electronic structure
theory potentials. For each method, challenging chemical problems are
presented which will be solved using novel algorithmic and methodological
developments.



Chapter 2

Electronic Structure Theory

Most electronic structure calculations these days are based on a Born-
Oppenheimer approximation (BOA). BOA assumes that motions of elec-
trons and nuclei can be separated. Electrons, because of much smaller mass,
move much faster than nuclei, therefore, they respond to nuclei movement
immediately. Following BOA, the energy of the system can be described
as a function of nuclear coordinates and the electronic structure theory
solves the electronic Schrödinger equation giving the energy of the system
for defined nuclear coordinates. After the energy is obtained, molecular
geometries and reactions can be discussed. In this work we will be working
with wavefunction methods, mostly Ab Initio.

In wavefunction methods we assume that the system of n electrons is
described by the wavefunction which is then used to solve the electronic
Schödinger equation to obtain the energy of the system.

ĤΨ = EΨ (2.1)

Since electrons are fermions their wavefunction is antisymmetric in re-
spect to their permutation. This condition is satisfied by the following
equations for n electron system.

Ψ =
N∑
i=1

CiΦi (2.2)

Φ =
1√
N !

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
φ1(1) φ1(2) . . . φ1(n)
φ2(1) φ2(2) . . . φ2(n)
. . . . . . . . . . . .
φn(1) φn(2) . . . φn(n)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.3)
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4 2 Electronic Structure Theory

A determinant in the equation 2.3 is the Slater determinant and φ′s are
spin-orbitals of the system.

Solving the electronic Schrödinger equation for a system with just one
electron is rather straightforward. However, most systems of interest have
many electrons complicating the problem.

2.0.1 Hartree-Fock

The simplest Ab Initio method for the many electron problem is a Hartree-
Fock method (HF). The Hartree-Fock method simplifies the many electron
problem separating the electron movements from each other and assuming
that every electron moves in an averaged field of all other electrons and
nuclei. This way, we split the N electron problem into N single electron
problems. The assumption described above boils down to including just
one Slater determinant in the electronic wavefunction. After reducing the
problem to a single determinant wavefunction the Schrödinger equation can
be solved iteratively using the Self Consistent Field method (SCF) where
we first guess the orbitals and then in an iterative way we optimize orbitals
minimizing the energy of the system.

The problem with the HF method is that while it gives good exchange
energy of the system it does not include any electron-electron correlation.
Lack of the electron-electron correlation raises the energy of the system
unpredictably making results rather unreliable. More advanced methods
that are called Post Hartree-Fock methods (Post-HF) estimate more or
less accurately the electron correlation effect giving much more accurate
energies and properties of the system.

2.0.2 Perturbation Theory

One of the most basic Post-HF methods is defined by a perturbation theory.
In the perturbation theory we assume that the Hamiltonian can be written
as:

Ĥ = Ĥ(0) + λĤ ′ (2.4)

And the following conditions have to be met:

1. Unperturbed Hamiltonian H(0) has a form which allows for an exact
solution of the following Schrödinger equation:

Ĥ(0)Ψ(0) = E(0)Ψ(0) (2.5)

2. Perturbation operator λĤ ′ has to be small.
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The Møller-Plesset perturbation theory[1] uses the HF wavefunction as
an unperturbed wavefunction and assumes that any electron correlation is
a perturbation. The second condition is met as the electron correlation
energy, even though it is extremely important for many systems, is small
compared to the total energy. First condition is met as long as the HF
approximation is close to the exact solution of the unperturbed Schrödinger
equation, which is true for many systems.

The Perturbation theory, in principle, provides iterative solution to the
many electron problem, where each next iteration provides additional cor-
rection to the electron correlation energy correction.

2.0.3 Coupled Cluster Theory

Another way of getting an exact energy of a multi electron system is a
Coupled Cluster theory (CC).[2] In the Coupled Cluster theory the wave-
function of many electron system is written as follows:

ĤΨ = EeT̂Φ0 (2.6)

In equation 2.6, Φ0 represents a reference wavefunction. As the reference
wavefunction we usually use a single determinant from HF, but other wave
functions can also be used. T̂ is a cluster operator which applied to the ref-
erence wavefunction produces a linear combination of excited determinants.
The cluster operator has a form T̂ = T̂1 + T̂2 + . . . where T̂1 represents all
single excitations, T̂2 all double excitation and so forth. In a practical calcu-
lation only first few operators contributing to T̂ are included. CC methods
offer a very high level of accuracy as long as the reference wavefunction
does not vary dramatically from the correct picture.

2.0.4 Density Functional Theory

Besides traditional Post-HF methods one can use Density Functional The-
ory (DFT) which despite many disadvantages offers very often good ac-
curacy for a low computational cost. The most basic assumption behind
DFT is that all properties of the system can be obtained from an electron
density and employs a proper functional that derives a needed property.

The basis of DFT is defined by two Hohenberg-Kohn statements. The
first one says that for the ground state the energy of the system is uniquely
defined by its electron density. Since the energy of the ground state is a
functional of the electron density. It is worth noting that Hohenberg-Kohn
statement does not define the form of this functional but only states the
existence of such.
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The second Hohenberg-Kohn statement says that the minimal energy
for the given ground state is obtained from the exact electron density of
the system, i.e., energy computed from any trial electron density ñ which
is not equal to the exact electron density n is larger than the ground state
energy.

The practical realization of Hohenberg-Kohn fundamental statements
was proposed by Kohn and Sham. Kohn and Sham proposed a replace-
ment of electron electron interactions with the concept of electrons nonin-
teracting with each other explicitly and moving in an effective potential.
This potential takes into account all two-electron Coulomb interactions,
exchange interactions, a correction to the kinetic functional, and also the
self-interaction correction which does not exist in the family of HF meth-
ods (it vanishes upon summation of specific Coulomb and exchange two-
electron integrals). The correction to the kinetic potential is defined by the
difference between functional for fictional non-interacting electrons and real
interacting with each other electrons. The key in the Kohn-Sham method is
the choice of the potential so that the electron density of the fictional non-
interacting electrons is the same as the the density of the real interacting
electrons.

Kohn-Sham functional has the following form:

E[n] = T0[n] +

∫
[V̂ext(r) + Û(r)]n(r)dr + Exc[n] (2.7)

where T0[n] is a kinetic operator for fictional electrons non-interacting with

each other, Û(r) =
∫ n(r′)
|r′−r|dr

′ is the Coulomb operator, which includes self

interaction: E[n] =
∫∫ n(r′)n(r)

|r′−r| drdr
′. The V̂ext =

∑
α
−Zα
|Rα−r| operator de-

scribes the electron nucleus interaction. Exc[n] is the correlation exchange
functional. This way the many-body problem is separated into many single
particle equations which use Kohn-Sham orbitals φi:

ĥφi = eiφi (2.8)

where ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator for the φi orbitals.
In principle, the Kohn-Sham orbitals have no physical interpretation

and only a sum of all orbital energies, i.e., the energy of the system, has
an actual physical meaning. However, very often the Kohn-Sham orbitals
are close to the HF orbitals and a Slater determinant formed using the
Kohn-Sham orbitals is a wavefunction of the system and an eigenfunction
of the Kohn-Sham operator.

Even though many available DFT functionals take into account the
correction on the self-interaction, especially for the open-shelled systems
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the self-interaction remains to be a major problem. Another problem with
DFT is description of dispersion forces. Because of the nature of DFT, even
nowadays when many available functionals offer build-in dispersion correc-
tions, the accuracy of these corrections is often unreliable. Something that
comes naturally with Ab Initio methods, in DFT is either not included at all
or included in an unreliable way. Very good way of dealing with the prob-
lem of dispersion interactions is to use available semi-emprical dispersion
corrections. Semi-empirical dispersion corrections offer a systematic way of
improving results by taking into account dispersion forces at virtually no
additional computational cost.

2.0.5 Multi-Reference Methods

For many closed-shell molecules a single Slater determinant provides a
qualitatively correct description of the ground state. Dynamic electron
correlation can be treated by single-reference methods such as Møller-
Plesset perturbation theory[3] or coupled cluster theory.[4] However, in
many cases one state may contain more than one dominant configuration
state function, especially for reactive open-shell molecules and for electron-
ically excited states. In ab initio calculations on such multiconfigurational
systems the static electron correlation is usually taken into account us-
ing the complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) method[5] or
a general multiconfiguration self-consistent field (MCSCF) procedure,[6]
while the dynamic electron correlation can be handled by second-order
perturbation theory[7, 8, 9] or variationally by multireference configuration
interaction.[10, 11, 12, 13]

Regular single-reference approaches are based on the SCF method. A
single step in the regular SCF consists of the following steps:

1. Construction of the density matrix,

2. Construction of the Fock matrix,

3. Solving Roothan equation by Fock matrix diagonalisation, as a result
we get updated orbitals and orbital energies.

To include more than one configuration into the calculations more Slater
determinants are needed.

Multi-reference model for the wavefunction uses all configurations im-
portant for a correct qualitative description of the molecule or chemical
reaction. These configurations consist a number of doubly occupied (in-
active) orbitals in common but vary in occupation of a limited number
of active orbitals. By using a variational principle for calculating weights
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for these different configurations the wavefunction is obtained. Calculation
usually includes all possible Slater determinants within a specific orbital ac-
tive space which includes only some orbitals of the system. In some cases,
to save computing time, determinants used in the wavefunction are not
generated but chosen based on other insights into the studied system. The
latter saves a lot of computing time but very often it is difficult to choose
a limited number of determinants that are most important for the system.

Additional determinants in the wavefunction complicate calculations.
Suddenly each step of the SCF procedure needs to not only update or-
bitals but also the weights for different determinants within the wavefunc-
tion. Weights in the wavefunction are usually calculated using Davidson
diagonalisation.[14] A single step in the Multi Configurational Self Consis-
tent Field (MCSCF) method would consists of the following steps:

1. Generation of the Hamiltonian matrix and optimization of the CI
coefficients in the wavefunction by Davidson diagonalisation,

2. Construction of the density matrix,

3. Construction of the Fock matrix,

4. Molecular orbitals improvement.

Both methods essentially differ by just the one step but this step in the
case of multi-reference methods is the most expensive computationally. The
cost of multireference methods scales exponentially with the size of the ac-
tive space making calculations on higher active spaces or even large systems
with moderate active spaces rather challenging or simply not doable.

2.1 Molecular Dynamics and Reaction Pathways

When there is a well defined function describing the relation between atomic
coordinates of the system and the energy we can use it to calculate a Po-
tential Energy Surface (PES) for the system, and based on this surface we
can predict molecular geometries. On PES we can find minima where the
system is likely to stay, as every physical system wants to have the lowest
possible energy. When system goes from one minimum to another we have
a chemical reaction that goes through a Transition State (TS). The transi-
tion state is a minimum on PES for all but few curvatures (usually one) and
a maximum for the rest. The curvatures for which TS is a maximum on
PES define reaction coordinates which can be followed to explore chemical
reactions. Based on a Transition State Theory (TST) one can calculate
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from the geometry and the PES shape around TS the rate of the given
reaction.

By following specific curvatures on PES we can explore chemical reac-
tion but it is very often not exactly what happens in a real system. The
real system is likely to stay near the minimum energy reaction path, but
since it usually has plenty of kinetic energy it does not follow this path
exactly. The way of including this kinetic energy and trying to reproduce
an actual realistic environment is offered by Molecular Dynamics methods
(MD).

In this work only classical MD simulations are used, where first, based
on Born-Oppenheimer approximation, nuclear movements are separated
from electron movements, and it is assumed that since atoms are rather
heavy they move in a classical way. After applying these approximations
classical Newton equations of motion can be sued to define movements of
atoms. What is necessary are the forces, and these are calculated on-the-fly
at specified time-steps using the electronic structure theory and following
the Hellman-Feynman relation: Fα = −gradαW (R), where W (R) stands
for the multidimensional PES.

After defining equations of motion, the most important part of any MD
simulation are the initial conditions used. The initial conditions strictly
depend on the purpose of the simulation. Usually, when performing MD
simulation of the system the sampling of initial conditions instead of specific
initial conditions is needed for actual quantitative reproduction of the real
system. Even if the simulation starts from the minimum on PES, it is
important to remember that even though the minimum on PES is a single
point, when kinetic energy is added it is no longer a single point but rather
an area with a specified probability of a system being at the given point.

2.2 Spectroscopy

One of the easiest experimental properties of the system that can be calcu-
lated for a given system is its vibrational spectrum. While the experimental
vibrational spectrum still has many properties that are difficult to repro-
duce computationally, like line widths or sometimes intensities, frequencies
can be easily obtained from a simple calculation. To calculate vibrational
frequencies one needs to calculate second energy derivatives with respect to
all coordinates of the system forming the Hessian matrix. After that force
constants can be calculated from eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix.

Three facts about regular frequencies obtained from simple diagonali-
sation of the Hessian matrix need to be remembered:
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1. The frequencies are correct only assuming the forces acting on the sys-
tem are equal to zero, i.e., the geometry of the system is a stationary
point on PES.

2. Frequencies are obtained based on the harmonic oscillator approx-
imation. Therefore, internal anharmonicity of vibrational modes is
not included.

3. Frequencies obtained do not include interactions between vibrational
modes.

Last two points stress the fact that frequencies obtained from the sim-
ple diagonalisation of the Hessian matrix are harmonic and will differ from
the experimental values. To reproduce the experimental values more accu-
rately, anharmonicity needs to be taken into account. In this work to esti-
mate some anharmonic frequencies the VSCF approach is used.[15] VSCF
uses vibrational mode separability to calculate internal anhamonicity. By
treating the vibrational wavefunction of the system in a similar fashion as
the electronic structure theory treats the electronic wavefunction, this offers
the anharmonic corrections for vibrational frequencies of high quality.



Chapter 3

Algorithms for Parallel Ab-Initio
Calculations

Møller Plesset perturbation theory (MP) is nowadays probably the most
popular way for calculating electron correlation. Second order of Møller
Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) is the most popular level of theory
among MP series. It offers a very good relation between quality of re-
sults and computational cost, which makes MP2 so useful. MP methods
are attractive since they can be used to investigate electron correlation
in a systematic way. MP2 is the first correction and computationally the
cheapest among the series but tends to overestimate dispersion interactions
coming from electron pair correlation. This is somewhat corrected at the
third order correction (MP3) which introduces coupling between double ex-
citations (D). Forth order MP (MP4) gives a very simple way of including
single (S), triple (T) and quadruple (Q) excitations.

Multi-Reference and coupled cluster methods also offer a very straight-
forward way of including higher excitations in electron correlation correc-
tion. The cost of Multi-Reference methods with larger active spaces often
disqualifies them for larger systems. Regular CC methods, even though
they offer a high level of accuracy, this accuracy still usually comes with a
very high computational cost. While the computational cost of the simple
MP2 method scales with the system size like nN4 where n is the number
of occupied and correlated orbitals and N is the total number of correlated
orbitals, further MP corrections are more expansive. MP3 scales as n2N4,
and MP4 correction restricted to single, double and quadrupole excitations
scales as n3N3. Triple excitations correction scales as n3N4 which makes
total MP4 correction cost scale exactly the same as the cost of CCSD(T),
and the cost of MP4(SDQ) the same as the cost of CCSD.

Today, when computers are getting bigger and bigger the serious prob-

11



12 3 Algorithms for Parallel Ab-Initio Calculations

Figure 3.1: Overview of the concept of strong and weak scaling in high
performance computing. The difference between the ideal scaling and the
usual scaling is shown. a) The strong scaling: problem size is constant and
the number of cores is changed. b) The weak scaling: the problem size
varies proportially to the number of cores assigned.

lem of any Ab Inito method is not its theoretical cost which is almost the
same for both CCSD(T) and MP4. The problem nowadays is the algorithm
which is used to execute these calculations. There has been a lot of effort
to make MP2 work for very large systems by developing better and better
algorithms. But as mentioned before for many large molecules and clusters
MP2 is not an accurate method. To tackle this problem, a new massively
parallel algorithm for MP4 energy evaluation was developed, which scales
very good up to thousands of CPU’s.

3.1 Properties of Parallel algorithms

The most important and practical property of a parallel algorithm is its
scalability. Scalability tells us how much the calculation speeds up when
we increase the number of CPU’s assigned to this calculation. Ideal scaling
happens when the calculation time decreases twice the number of CPU’s
is doubled. In real applications, calculation never scales ideally, then two
different scalabilities can be distinguished.

So called strong scaling describes how much the calculation speeds up
when we add additional CPU’s leaving the calculation size constant (see
Fig. 3.1).

On the other hand, so called weak scaling deals with the increase of
the problem size by the same factor as the amount of CPU’s. Thus, if the
calculation time remains the same we have an ideal scaling.

Having a good strong scaling means having a good weak scaling but
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very often good weak scaling can be achieved with relatively poor strong
scaling. Weak scaling in many fields is somewhat more important in order
to employ larger computers for solving giant problems and not necessar-
ily to use really large computers for solving simple problems really fast.
However, in quantum chemistry strong scaling is really important as even
a small system is already a huge problem to solve and especially for cor-
related methods even a small problem takes a lot of time and speed up
this calculation as much as possible is looked for. The need of speed up
is even more desirable for simple Ab Inito calculation to use it for AIMD
simulations. Faster energy or gradient calculations even for small systems
means we can reach longer timescales in AIMD simulations and to have
this strong scaling is needed.

Amdahl’s law describes one reason why algorithms in real applications
never scale ideally. The problem is that even though most of the calculation
is very often distributed nicely among many CPU’s, there is a part of the
code that is done in a serial way. This serial part of the code is either
repeated on each and every CPU or its done on one CPU while all other
CPU’s are waiting for it to be done. The point is that this part cannot
be distributed among CPU’s. The serial part of the code limits the strong
scalability. To put it simple, calculation will never be faster than its serial
part no matter how many CPU’s are used.

Another factor that decreases the scalability is a parallel overhead. Par-
allel overhead defines the amount of time that is needed to coordinate the
parallel work. The amount of work that contribute to the parallel overhead
very often increases when adding additional CPU’s. The main problem here
is either a simple but intensive communication between cores that basically
behaves as a serial part of the code or so called collective communication.
Collective communication either broadcast one information from certain
cores to all other cores, or gather an information from all cores to certain
cores. The cost of collective communication increases greatly when cores
are added to the calculation. Very clever algorithms that stand behind col-
lective routines in common programming libraries decrease the additional
cost of collective communication coming from increased number of cores in
the system and from increased size of information passed.

The most expansive part of a quantum chemistry calculation using cor-
related methods can easily be distributed among many cores as these are
simple two electron repulsion integral (ERI) multiplications. The problem
with these countless multiplications is that we need those ERI’s and storing
ERI’s in a block of shared memory creates a major I/O bottleneck which
limits the scalability, and distributing them between all cores very often re-
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quires very intensive collective communication that creates a large parallel
overhead.

In this work the main working hypothesis is to avoid any I/O operations
with any kind of shared memory and at the same time to focus on decreasing
parallel overhead of the calculation.



Chapter 4

Dynamics of Multiconfigurational
Processes

Even the best Ab Initio method does not give answers by itself. Predic-
tion of actual properties of chemical systems using molecular potentials
is a separate field. The major landmark in the field was constituted by
the introduction of classical trajectory calculations in molecular reaction
dynamics studies. Understanding of the motions in time of the atoms in-
volved provided remarkable insights into the way the reaction processes
occur. Development of many experimental methods was greatly aided by
theoretical trajectory studies. While early applications involved mostly
simple gas-phase reaction studies, e.g. H+H2, the approach can nowadays
be applied to processes that involve macromolecules or occur in the con-
densed phase. An important problem of neglecting quantum effects exists.
However, classical dynamics seems to offer a very good approximation for
most reactions at ambient temperatures, often though not always, of quan-
titative accuracy. Classical trajectory simulations remain to be one of the
main tools for treating molecular reaction dynamics at present.

The need for potential energy surfaces of sufficient accuracy is the main
obstacle in many classical trajectory studies. Many chemical processes that
involve bond breaking or bond making pose an exceedingly difficult chal-
lenge in empirical force fields development. Therefore, the introduction of
Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics brings a major promise in chemical reac-
tion studies. The breakthrough was presented by Car and Parrinello[16]
in 1985, when the combination of DFT with classical MD simulations was
proposed. Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD) algorithm quickly
became an immensely popular for studies with classical trajectory calcula-
tions from first principles. Since the CPMD breakthrough a large number
of new applications and approaches has been proposed.[17]

15
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Chemical reactions were not the first applications for a growing field
of AIMD. First studies treated mostly topics such as geometry optimiza-
tions, isomerisation processes and cluster structures. Application of the
method to chemical reactions came with time. Since then, many differ-
ent chemical reactions were studied ranging from classical organic chem-
istry reactions[18], through proton transfers[19, 20], reactions on metal
surfaces[21] or in aqueous solutions[22], and ending with complex subjects
like organometallic catalysis.[23]

The majority of AIMD simulations for solving the electronic structure
used DFT with functionals of the Generalized Gradient Approximation
(GGA)[24] type, such as BLYP, BP86, PBE and HICH. While these meth-
ods offer a sufficient level of accuracy for many systems, there are still
many chemical problems for which the electronic structure cannot be de-
scribed adequately by this kind of methods. While there are certainly many
types of reactions for which these functionals provide, at least, qualitative
insight, to mention one example, DFT/GGA is not capable of proper ho-
molytic bond breaking description, a process which is present in a large
and important class of chemical reactions.

Chemical reactions that involve excited electronic states, open-shell sys-
tems, and non-adiabatic processes generally require high-level Ab Initio
methods. What is important to remember is that reactions of this kind are
not at all unusual and there are large number of examples across the fields
of chemistry.

While due to the lack of other options many reactions of the type men-
tioned above have been treated by DFT approaches, here, the focus is on
on-the-fly trajectory simulations with multireference potentials which, in
principle, describe these processes in a very rigorous way. However, the
computational cost of these methods limits both the size of of the system
treated and the accuracy of the method used. One of the additional prob-
lems with multireference treatment of dynamical trajectories is posed by
rapid changes in the electronic wavefunction in the course of the dynam-
ics, which very often enforce the usage of very small time-steps along the
simulation increasing the computational cost even further. Availability of
algorithms with analytical gradients made the CASSCF method be the first
one used in direct dynamics. It has been demonstrated that even though
CASSCF/MCSCF methods limit the applications to small systems they
offer significant advantages in gaining insights into the complex chemical
problem when applied to AIMD.[25] On-the- fly simulations with MCSCF
are computationally not very demanding compared to more advanced mul-
tireference methods, and the interpretations of the roles of the electronic
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configurations involved are very intuitive and informative. Unfortunately
the accuracy of the CASSCF/MCSCF approach is very often unsatisfac-
tory due to the lack of dynamical electron correlation. Even though ana-
lytical gradients are also available at present for more advanced methods
like CASPT2[26], high computational cost of these methods still seems to
be a serious limitation.

Besides the computational cost, simulations with multirefence poten-
tial pose another challenge. When using multireference potential for the
simulations of the chemical processes, the active space used needs to be
constant.

In this work a new algorithmic variant for MD simulations with multiref-
erence potentials is introduced, which enables studies providing important
insights into challenging systems. Two studies are presented, (articles I
and II) where in both cases the multi level parallelism was introduced to
gradient calculations, which made the calculations feasible. The method
used in these studies is MR-PT2.[27, 28]

As a first example of simulations with MR-PT2 potential the reaction
between a chlorine atom and ozone is used:

Cl(2P ) +O3(X
1A1)→ ClO(X2Π) +O2(X3Σ−g ) (4.1)

This reaction is a part of one of the ozone depletion cycles and therefore of
considerable interest in atmospheric chemistry. Even though the reaction
may look rather simple, it constitutes a challenge. The challenge lies in the
electronic structure of species involved in the reaction and how different
this structure is for reagents and products of the reaction. The reaction
starts in a doublet state while the complex of products can be described
by two doublet configurations or by a quartet configuration. Especially the
complicated structure of the complex of products pose a challenge to the
electronic structure theory. While all these configurations are in principle
degenerate at sufficiently large distance between products, it was discovered
that the behavior of this system is non trivial during the reaction and
immediately after.

It is described in article I that even though the complex of products and
reagents can be described as doublets, in the dynamics along the reaction
path electronic transition seems to occur. Upon this electronic transition
the system jumps from the doublet surface into a quartet state. Eventu-
ally the products will reach the distance between each other at which the
doublet states become degenerate with the quartet state. However, when
this distance is small immediately after the reaction, the quartet state has
lower energy. What is interesting is that this ultra-fast spin-flip transition
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Figure 4.1: The snapshots from the dynamical reaction path for the Cl
+ O3 reaction performed using MR-PT2 potential. a) 21st orbital (TS
HOMO orbital) b) Configurations with CI coefficients absolute value higher
than 0.2. Marked orbital is the 21st orbital on the low-spin (Ms =1/2) PES
starting from TS. c) Potential energy curves for DRC pathway starting from
TS. Dashed line corresponds to the energy from single point calculations
done on geometries from dynamic simulation. Continuous line corresponds
to the energy from dynamic simulation. The red line corresponds to the
quartet state and the blue line corresponds to the doublet state. The green
line corresponds to the energy gap between LUMO and HOMO orbitals
from TS.
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seems to be not visible in traditional static reaction path and occurs only
in dynamics.

In this work the usage of the high level of theory was necessary because
of interaction between different configurations in the complex of products.
Single reference approaches fail in description of the electronic state of
products and do not reveal any electronic transitions.[29]

The second example focus the area of atmospheric chemistry, but moves
from the ozone depletion subject to aerosol formation. Criegee intermedi-
ates, or carbonyl oxides, are lately a very hot subject in the atmospheric
chemistry. Their assumed role in the atmosphere was well known for years
but only recent advancements in the field of laboratory synthesis of these
species together with other modern experimental techniques made studies
on these species possible. While the difficulty in synthesis and detection of
Criegee intermediates is explained in a different chapter, it is important at
this point to realize that even the simplest possible Criegee intermediate
CH2OO pose a challenge in its electronic structure and chemical behavior.

The electronic structure of the CH2OO species was a subject of few
theoretical studies[30, 31], but the nature of the electronic structure was
never studied in dynamics. It is still unclear whether the molecule is a
zwitterion or a biradical.

A dynamical study revealed not dominant but non-negligible biradical
character in the CH2OO molecule. Further simulations were focused on
dynamics of the decomposition process. Main decomposition channel for
the CH2OO species seems to go through isomerization into a dioxirane
molecule CH2O2. The timescale for the system to reach the transition state
for this reaction has been estimated from the Transition State Theory to be
around 3 hours, which is obviously too long to run a molecular dynamics
simulation starting from the minimum structure. Therefore, the simulation
was started from the transition state. To the system in the transition state
the kinetic energy equal to 300K was applied, and the system was left
to either fall back into the Criegee intermediate or decompose. Only the
trajectories that lead to decomposition were analyzed.

The simulations presented are a good example of advantages offered
by dynamical studies over traditional static reaction paths. In the case
of traditional reaction path study, the reaction would end at the stage of
dioxirane molecule, while in the case of dynamical study the simulation
can be run and explore the possibilities of other reactions that can occur
immediately after the initial process. In this case the system after initial
isomerisation into dioxirane, in a picosecond timescale, isomerises further
into formic acid. At the stage of formic acid the system is extremely hot,
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Figure 4.2: Snapshots from Ab-Initio Molecular Dynamics simulation of
thermal decomposition of CH2OO started from transition structure. For
each structure main contributions to multi-reference wave functions are
presented together with partial charges and distances in Angstroms.
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as the simulation started with very high energy species and went down in
energy to stable species like formic acid, the process was too fast for the
system to loose kinetic energy gained. Formic acid formed is hot enough,
for the acidic proton to jump between oxygens at least a few times in every
trajectory. After a short while at the stage of formic acid, the system
decomposes into CO + H2O. Snapshots from the sample trajectory are
presented in the Figure 4.2.

Along trajectories also the multiconfigurational structure of wavefunc-
tions was investigated, and main configurations contributing to the wave-
function are also presented in the Figure 4.2. This analysis provided a lot of
insights into the processes observed. It has been observed how the biradical
character present in the Criegee intermediate molecule slowly disappears
when the system goes to the stage of dioxirane and when it comes back
during the transition into the formic acid. Identification and distinction
of ”H atom transfers” from ”proton transfers” is very intuitive upon the
analysis of the multiconfigurational structure of the wavefunction. Such in-
sights demonstrate the unique power of MD simulations with multireference
potentials.

The presented examples of molecular dynamics simulation with mul-
tireference potentials show the advantages of such methods which include
higher accuracy over single reference methods. These advantages make this
kind of simulations one of the exciting frontiers of AIMD.
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Chapter 5

Spectroscopy and Weak
Interactions with Higher Orders of
Møller-Plesset Perturbation
Theory

Vibrational spectroscopy gives a very convenient experimental way of study-
ing many properties of chemical systems from general structure and nature
to detailed conformational analysis. Accurate spectroscopic studies for best
performance usually use the combination of high quality IR or Raman mea-
surements with high level theoretical calculations.

When simulating spectroscopic properties two questions about the level
of theory needed are faced. First, the way to calculate the vibrational struc-
ture itself, and second, the potential used to calculate PES needed. As the
level of accuracy increases in both cases the running time rises as well. The
simplest approach to the vibrational structure is defined by the harmonic
approximation.[32, 33] While it is possible to apply harmonic approach to
even very large systems, very often the accuracy is insufficient and results
may be misleading.[34, 35, 36] Anharmonic effects, especially for many vi-
brations with large amplitude, exhibit very large frequency shifts.[37, 38]

Anharmonic calculations for large systems are challenging. A few suc-
cessful methods for simulating anharmonic spectra of large systems have
been proposed. One way to approach the problem is to use the pertur-
bation theory treating the anharmonic effects as perturbations to the har-
monic vibrational Hamiltonian. Very efficient algorithm was proposed by
Barone, which was based on quadratic, cubic, an semidiagonal quartic force
constants.[39] Other very intuitive approach used CPMD simulation and
was successfully applied by Gaigeot and Sprik.[40] These simulations used

23
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Fourier transformation of the dipole moment correlation function along
classical trajectories. Therefore, the actual experiment was simulated,
where a molecule is subjected to a given temperature and its spectrum
is measured. Study presented in paper IV used different variants of VSCF
(vibrational self-consistent field) approach.[33] VSCF offers a truly first
principles quantum mechanical approach to the vibrational spectrum. The
cost of the method is high but the advantages are appealing just like in
the case of Ab Initio electronic structure theory methods. The accuracy
of the VSCF method highly depends on the electronic structure method
used for PES calculations. The main problem with the VSCF method is
that very often for high accuracy high level Ab Initio methods are needed
and this limits the size of studied systems. In this study it was shown how
through an extensive algorithmic developments usage of rather unpopu-
lar method, namely MP4, for anharmonic spectroscopic calculations was
enabled. This provides great advantages to the method at relatively low
additional computational cost.

Nowadays, MP4 is sometimes used to optimize the geometry of hy-
drocarbons and organic molecules in general.[41, 42] The strong point of
MP4 method is its applicability to weak dispersion based interactions, often
comparable with the CCSD(T) level.[43, 44]

It is worth noting that while MP series gives a convenient way for sys-
tematic studies of electron correlation[45] the series not always converges.
For some systems it has been shown[46] that MP2 gives the most accurate
value along the series. Therefore, results from higher levels of Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory can be accurate and useful but they always need to be
validated.

5.1 New Algorithm for MP4 Calculations

For all MP4 calculations an in-house code was used, which proved to have
a strong scalability orders of magnitude better than any other code tested.
The heart of the code was an algorithm for N6 tensor operations, namely
the following sum:

P =
∑
ij

∑
ab

Cabij
∑
pq

AijpqB
ab
pq (5.1)

For different parts in the MP4(SDQ) energy correction expression variables
have different meaning but the whole expression can be reduced to just
these equations. The idea behind the algorithm was to focus on the strong
scalability. Through the whole calculation all electron repulsion integrals
which are used for A, B and C elements in equation 5.1 are kept distributed
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in memory avoiding storage of any data on a hard drive. Distribution in
memory in this case means that every core (whether it is CPU or GPU)
has a well defined part of integrals from the whole system but not all of
them. Integrals are distributed equally to save memory. The best would
be to store integrals so that every core has a full set of integrals but this
would be possible only for very small systems. Another idea is to calculate
integrals on-the-fly but this always increases the computational effort. In
the algorithm used the way cores communicate between each other is very
important, and additional cost that comes with this communication was
much smaller in tests than the cost of calculating integrals on-the-fly.

The key to the strong scalability achieved was to keep as much data
as possible in memory and move it around memory the way so the cost
of the communication does not scale with the computer size. This way,
when adding additional cores the cost of the communication is still constant
but the calculation speeds up. This goal was achieved by avoiding any
global communication in the calculations and replacing it with nearest-
neighbor model. The nearest-neighbor model for communication has one
serious limit, the time needed to send a specific amount of data from one
place to another is not constant for all used pairs of cores. Therefore,
every communication instance will take as much time as for the pair of
cores with the slowest communication. This was resolved by a learning
mechanism. During the first second of the calculation the code runs a quick
timing test for all set pairs of cores to determine the slowest pairs. After
that the whole machine is divided into nodes where pairs communicate
fast. After distinguishing nodes, the communication has two forms, one
where only ”fast pairs” communicate rotating data within the node and
the other one where nodes communicate between each other, so all ”slow
pairs” communicate rotating data between nodes. In this way the total
number of communication instances was not reduced, whereas the cost of
the communication was reduced.

The transition into the nearest-neighbor model with a learning mech-
anism complicated the implementation of the method enormously, but for
the actual production runs in contrary to method developments it is not
the implementation time that counts, it is the efficiency of the calculation
itself.

5.2 Hybrid MP2/MP4 potential

In article IV, the hybrid MP2/MP4 potential designed for VSCF vibrational
calculations was introduced and tested for a set of four organic molecules:
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acetone, ethylene, butane and glycine.

Harmonic calculations at the MP4 level are already very demanding
for molecules larger than a few atoms. The calculations presented here
were enabled by the new algorithm briefly discussed above. Even though
new algorithmic developments technically enable anharmonic calculations
using MP4 potential, such calculations remain very time consuming. How-
ever, the accuracy of anharmonic results from a lower level like MP2 can
be increased by adjusting its potential to harmonic frequencies from the
higher-level method like MP4. The same approach was previously intro-
duced and applied for semi-empirical PM3 studies where more computa-
tionally demanding MP2 potential was used for the harmonic part of the
calculation.[47] The Hybrid MP2/MP4 potential (VMP2/MP4), introduced
in article IV, is an MP2 potential improved by the harmonic level MP4
calculation, such that:

VMP2/MP4(Q1, . . . , Qn) = VMP2(λ1Q1, . . . , λnQn) (5.2)

where VMP2 is the MP2 potential surface, and Qi is the i normal-mode
coordinate. The λi scaling factors are determined for each normal mode by
the ratio:

λi = ωMP4,i/ωMP2,i (5.3)

where ωMP4,i is the i harmonic frequency obtained by the accurate MP4
method, while ωMP2,i represents the corresponding harmonic frequency
obtained by MP2. The λi factors are then used for the potential surface
calculations, which are a part of the VSCF procedure. Thus, the standard
MP2 potential surface in normal coordinates is modified and improved by
the scaling of each normal-mode coordinate Qi by the scale factor λi. The
proposed scaling makes sense only if the MP2 normal mode being scaled is
similar enough to the MP4 mode used in scaling, which was tested for all
modes in each application in this study. The MP4 harmonic normal modes
were compared to the MP2 harmonic normal modes by inspection of their
dot products.

The assumption is that the accuracy of the new hybrid potential is
higher than MP2 potential and lower than MP4 potential

∆MP2 > ∆hybridMP2/MP4 > ∆MP4 (5.4)

where ∆ is the error of the method. The accuracy quality was tested
by comparing the calculation with the VMP2/MP4 to experimental results.

The study presented in the article IV shows that the new hybrid po-
tential results were very good for all tested molecules. It has been also
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determined that the accuracy of commonly used MP2 potential in anhar-
monic studies of C-H stretching modes was insufficient, by comparison to
B3LYP and hybrid MP2/MP4. Using MP4 potential for calculating the
harmonic part, significantly improved all MP2 results, especially for the
high amplitude C-H stretching modes. In case of vibrations based on bend-
ing and torsional movements the differences were negligible. The results we
obtained for C-H stretching modes were in most cases more accurate than
B3LYP method, which are very accurate themselves. Even though for some
vibrations, frequencies obtained by the new hybrid potential were not a sig-
nificant improvement, computational cost is virtually the same as for MP2
VSCF calculations making the new potential a powerful tool.

While the new MP2/MP4 tool offers significant advantages, a lot of its
potential comes from low computational cost of the MP4 harmonic calcu-
lations which were enabled by the novel algorithmic developments.

5.3 Simulation of Matrix Shifts for Noble Gas Hy-
drides

The same efficient algorithm for MP4 calculations was used in a different
study to explain an uncommon experimental result.

Focusing on noble gas compounds embedded in low temperature matri-
ces. Matrix IR spectroscopy was introduced with studies on species with
low energetic stability and high chemical reactivity in mind.[48, 49, 50]
Chemically inert matrix and low temperature make possible measurements
over extended time without necessary perturbations of the systems studied.

One of the very important aspects of matrix-isolation studies is how
the matrix interacts with the embedded species. The simplest measure
of these interactions are the shifts in vibrational frequencies characteristic
for the studied species. Considering the noble gas matrices, where the
matrix is essentially a solid noble gas, experience shows that the lowest
shift in vibrational frequencies from the gas phase is found for the Ne
matrix and the matrix effect grows with the polarisability of the medium
showing the largest values for Xe. The classical example is presented by
the stretching frequencies of hydrogen halides HY, all showing the order
ν(gas) > ν(Ne) > ν(Ar) > ν(Kr)ν(Xe).[51] These matrix shifts can in
most cases be qualitatively understood.[52, 53]

Noble gas hydrides with the general formula HNgY, where Ng stands
for the noble gas atom and Y for a strongly electronegative fragment, are
very sensitive to the environment due to very weak chemical bonding and
large dipole moments.[54, 55, 56, 57] In general, chemical complexes of
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Figure 5.1: Overview of optimized structures for cages of noble gas atoms
around HXeCl molecule. a) Structure of the cage for Ar, Kr and Xe atoms,
b) structure of the cage for Ne atoms.

noble gas hydrides explicit a blue shifting effect on the H-Ng stretching
frequency, which can be easily explained by enhanced charge separation
in the (HNg)+Y− compound upon complex formation.[57] Based on this
fact one may expect larger H-Ng stretching frequencies for matrices with
larger dielectric constants. However, experimental results showed an oppo-
site trend for a series of noble gas hydrides. Moreover, the trend was not
monotonous with the matrix polarizability. The experimentally obtained
trend was the following: ν(Ne) < ν(Xe) < ν(Kr) < ν(Ar). Despite many
attempts to simulate the shifts, continuum model[58] and extensive calcu-
lations on small clusters[59] shown results as expected and contradict with
the observed trend.

The problem is that noble gas hydrides themselves need a good Ab Inito
method for proper description and interactions with the environment are
dominated by weak dispersion based forces which also in Ab Initio approach
require an advanced method with a good basis set. The new algorithm
for massively parallel MP4 calculations enabled studies of these systems
with sufficient accuracy and the efficiency was good enough to study larger
clusters.

Our approach was to surround the molecule with a complete first layer
of noble gas atoms from the matrix, optimize the geometry and calculate
vibrational frequencies. The optimized layers are presented in the Figure
5.1. In addition 1:1 complexes between the molecules and noble gase atoms
were studied. The results obtained with MP4(SDQ) potential were com-
pared with lower level calculations (DFT and MP2) for single layer model
and also with higher level method (R-CCSD(T)) for the 1:1 complexes. Cal-
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Table 5.1: H-Ng anharmonic stretching frequencies obtained using VSCF
for HKrCl and HXeCl closed in noble gas cages.

- MP4(SDQ) experiment

HKrCl@Ar 1593 1483
shift -11 -7

HKrCl@Kr 1582 1476

HXeCl@Ne 1620 1612
shift 45 63

HXeCl@Ar 1665 1675
shift -14 -11

HXeCl@Kr 1651 1664
shift -1 -16

HXeCl@Xe 1650 1648

culations also involved estimation of anharmonic effects on the vibrational
frequencies in the single layer model calculating internal anharmonicity of
the modes using mode separability, which is central to VSCF theory.

The simulation was also repeated for HCl molecule to ensure that the
obtained trend between different matrices is not a computational artifact
and reproduces correctly the properties of the well understood system.

The results showed a remarkable agreement between calculated anhar-
monic frequencies and experimental results (see Table 5.1). The order of
the H-Xe stretching frequencies ν(Ne) < ν(Xe) < ν(Kr) < ν(Ar) seems to
be general for Ng hydrides, especially taking into account the most recent
experiments on HXeBr and HXeCCH.[60, 61] It seems that the usage of
high level Ab Initio potential like MP4(SDQ) was crucial in this case, as
results predicted by other methods can either be misleading or are simply
inaccurate. It should be noted that the H-Ng stretching frequency is not
a monotonous function of the matrix dielectric constant. Therefore, the
results agree with the polarizable continuum model only for the relation
between Ne and other noble gases, while the situation for Ar, Kr and Xe
remained unexplained till now. Here, the results suggest an explanation for
this puzzle. It has been observed that cages of lighter noble gases are sig-
nificantly more stretched than for the heavier noble gases. Such stretching
most likely causes a compressive stress inside the cage, which is a source of
additional repulsive force acting on the molecule embedded. This additional
repulsive force does not change the geometry of the molecule significantly,
but makes the HNgY → H + Ng + Cl dissociation curve steeper hence
increasing the H-Ng stretching frequency.
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Chapter 6

Reaction pathways

Very often even with the best algorithms dynamical studies of the system
are just too expensive to run. Sometimes also too little is known to decide
the initial conditions of an eventual MD simulation. In these situations
one needs to explore the system with traditional reaction pathways. In
this chapter it will be shown with two examples how algorithmic develop-
ments broaden the range of systems which are feasible for reaction path-
way studies. These studies will aid experimental work, by explaining some
experimental results, and predict possible choices for future experimental
work.

6.1 Missing Xenon Problem

The first study attempts to explain experimental finding made by Sanloup
et al.[62] These experiments were directed to explain a long lasting mystery
called ”the missing xenon problem”.

Scientists for years now, have been puzzled with the unexpectedly low
concentration of Xe in our atmosphere compared to other noble gases. Over
99% of Xe was degassed from the Earth’s mantle.[63] Also the atmosphere
of Mars shows a similar relative concentration of Xe. Many possible expla-
nations have been explored for explaining ”the missing xenon”.[64, 65, 66,
67, 68, 69, 62] It has been suggested that xenon might be bound in quartz-
like minerals.[62] Such explanation would fit the similarity between Earth
and Mars, and at the same time xenon oxides share many similarities with
silicon oxides.[70] Sanloup and coworkers successfully trapped significant
amount of xenon in α-quartz under high pressure conditions, unfortunately
no evidence for actual chemical bonding was found leaving the entrapment
mechanism unclear.
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Here, an attempt to explain this experimental finding using finite silica
molecule is made. The stability of the molecule is studied by exploring
decomposition channels on the potential energy surface at a very high level
Ab Initio method, namely CCSD(T). To enable studies with such high level
method for the system size studied here a similar multi-level parallelism as
in the case of multi-reference molecular dynamics was used.

While there are noticeable similarities between xenon oxides and sili-
con oxides, there is a fundamental problem with Xe-quartz bonding. The
problem lies in the nature of a neighborhood xenon seems to prefer. The
most stable xenon compounds are linear or octahedral, even XeO2 crystal
structure shows planar XeO4 squares despite many similarities shared with
silicates. Putting a Xe atom into tetrahedral environment of quartz, results
to structures of rather questionable stability.[71]

However, quartz may be the most common type of silicates in Earth’s
crust, but not the only one. In search for possible embeddings of Xe in
silica, non-crystalline silicates can and should be considered. There are
other known types of silicates which are sufficiently present in nature to
explain ”the missing xenon” problem.

It was discovered that fibrous silica environment offers a great advantage
over quartz for binding to Xe. When looking at the single chain of fibrous
silica (see Figure 6.1) Si atoms have tetrahedral geometries. If a single Si
atom is replaced with a Xe atom, one side of the chain can twist making a
planar square neighborhood for Xe and keeping tetrahedral neighborhood
for all Si atoms.

The result was a finite molecule which seems to exhibit a room temper-
ature stability in respect to unimolecular decomposition channels.

The biggest challenge in this study was defined by the quantum chem-
istry method needed to examine the stability of the molecule proposed.
Calculations of decomposition, which is a bond-breaking process that usu-
ally requires high level of theory. Thus, standard DFT calculations are not
reliable for this purpose. Therefore, for reliable and accurate calculations
of the decomposition the coupled cluster CCSD(T) method was used. This
method is known to give satisfactory results up to the transition state even
for homolytic bond breaking.[72] To confirm the reliability of the results,
the method was compared to the multireference method MCQDPT, which
treats homolytic bond breaking more rigorously[73], but which is compu-
tationally too demanding for calculations of the whole process. The high
level of calculation we carried out set a limit on the size of the molecule that
could be considered. A short chain of fibrous silica with 5 silicon atoms
and OH terminations on both sides of the chain were used as a model. The
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Figure 6.1: a) Geometry of fibrous silica chain, numbers on atoms represent
partial charges from NBO analysis b) Geometry of fibrous silica chain sub-
stituted with Xe, numbers on atoms represent partial charges from NBO
analysis and the number for bond is its length in angstroms c) vibrations
associated with the most characteristic Raman peaks for fibrous silica sub-
stituted with Xe together with Raman intensities.
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middle Si atom was removed and replaced with a Xe atom, yielding the
complete model system of the present study.

6.2 Criegee Intermediate Synthesis

Another challenge is somewhat less demanding methodologically but the
number of reaction paths that needs to be explored makes CCSD(T) method
again too expensive. Therefore, MP4(SDQ) methodology with our algo-
rithm presented before will be applied. The story again begins in the
Earth’s atmosphere. Because a large fraction of the tropospheric oxidation
of unsaturated hydrocarbons is initiated by a reaction with ozone[74, 75]
detailed mechanism of these reactions has been of major interest in atmo-
spheric chemistry for years. In 1949, Rudolf Criegee proposed a mechanism
for ozonolysis of alkenes.[76] This mechanism is generally accepted.[77, 78]
According to Criegee the ozonolysis of alkenes goes through carbonyl ox-
ides and these in recent years have become a more popular subject than
ozonolysis itself. It turned out that these carbonyl oxides, which are now
commonly called the Criegee intermediates (CI), are very elusive. Difficulty
in observing and characterizing CI’s arises from the very low stability of
these species.[79, 80, 81] Many theoretical studies have shown that CI’s are
in fact fascinating species with very complicated electronic structure and
low stability. The nature of a hybrid of biradical and zwitterion[79, 80, 81]
make theoretical studies of CI’s very difficult and challenging.

Because of their assumed role in the atmosphere it is important to
understand not only nature of CI’s but also both their formation and their
decomposition channels. They were proposed from the very beginning to
be intermediates for reactions of ozonolysis of C=C and C≡C bonds but
it has been already indirectly established that other double bonds can also
lead to CI’s.[82] Therefore, the relative stabilities of CI’s formed in different
reactions is important for proper understanding of the atmospheric role of
Criegee intermediates.

In article VII the methods used for studying the details of the reaction
are discussed. Studying different ozonolysis reactions results to explana-
tion of the influence of the the precursor on the lifetime of the CI formed.
First, the classic ozonolysis of ethylene as a validation for the method used
is presented. Next, the mechanism of ozonolysis of a C=N bond in two
different variants is considered. Finally, the mechanism for a C=P bond
ozonolysis is presented.

The study of a regular ozonolysis of the C=C bond, with ethylene as an
example concluded that MP4(SDQ) approach gives reliable results. Com-
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parison of the MP4(SDQ) results with previously used high level hybrid
CASSCF/CCSD(T) approach showed rather small differences in energies.

Ozonolysis of the C=C bond produces Criegee intermediates very quickly
but high exoergicity of the reaction results in rather fast decomposition. In
addition, after Criegee intermediate formation there is a number of addi-
tional reaction channels where the Criegee intermediate reacts back, decom-
posing effectively. The main problem while using the ozonolysis of alkenes
as a source of Criegee intermediates is the fact that these additional reac-
tion channels in the presence of high excess energy in the system are much
faster than Criegee intermediate formation itself, resulting in a very low
concentration of the intermediates. The research journey starts with the
idea to reduce this excess of energy by changing the precursor.

Although the previous studies have indirectly proved that Criegee inter-
mediates are indeed formed in the reaction between oximes and ozone[82],
such reaction was never thoroughly studied and its detailed energetics re-
main unknown. Here, the study of ozonolysis of H2C−−OMe oxime revealed
that such reaction should go through the Criegee intermediate. Moreover,
at the stage of the Criegee intermediate the system has significantly less en-
ergy than in the case of alkanes. Unfortunately, the lifetime of the Criegee
intermediate formed in such reaction was estimated to be still too low to
make this reaction useful for synthesis of these unstable species.

The ozonolysis of oximes was predicted to have similar additional reac-
tion channels as in the case of alkenes. These additional reaction channels
involve the formation of secondary ozonide, and its decomposition into sta-
ble products.

To lower the energy of the system at the stage with a Criegee inter-
mediate it was decided to modify the precursors even further. Ozone was
attached to a double C=N bond from a Shiff base, i.e., H2C−−NMe. The
mechanism for the ozonolysis of this Schiff base turned out to be essentially
the same as in the case of oximes. The main difference was the fact that the
system had again less energy at the stage of the Criegee intermediate. The
estimated lifetime for the Criegee intermediate was very promising, being
for H2C−−NMe in a microsecond scale. Slight modification of the precursor
to H2C−−N(Me)3 reduces the temperature and the predicted lifetime is in
the millisecond scale at room temperature. Millisecond timescale seems
very short, but this is enough for the molecule to cool down even in the gas
phase. Therefore, excess energy is less important as in the case of lower
concentrations the temperature can be managed.

The precursor was modified to remove additional decomposition chan-
nels associated with the secondary ozonide to make the stage with the
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Figure 6.2: Schematic potential energy diagram showing relative energies of
different minima involved in ozonolysis of (a) H2CNOCH3 O-methyloxime,
(b) H2CNCH3 Schiff base and (c) H2C−−P(O)OCH3 which are shown in the
figure. The relative energies are given in parenthesis in kcal/mol and were
calculated by single point energy calculation with CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ
method on geometry obtained with MP4(SDQ)/aug-cc-pVTZ.
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Criegee intermediate the final stage of the reaction. For this purpose the
ozonolysis of the H2C−−P(O)OMe was studied. The reaction indeed resulted
in the Criegee intermediate formation, but the excess of energy was too high
and it was estimated that the Criegee intermediate would decompose on a
subpicosecond time scale.

Species containing C=N and even C=P double bonds are present in the
atmosphere, and in this study we showed that these can also be treated as
sources of Criegee intermediates. In addition, these Criegee intermediates
can be much more stable than the ones formed from the reaction with
alkenes, and thus should not be neglected. In addition, the ozonolysis of
Shiff base has been shown to be a possible source for laboratory synthesis
of stabilized Criegee intermediates.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions in brief

A number of different chemical systems has been studied in this work. The
studied systems varied from few atoms to large clusters. The quantum
chemical methods used in these studies varied from MP4(SDQ) through
more advanced single reference approach CCSD(T) into advanced multiref-
erence potential MR-PT2.

Every study was unique for its relation between the level of theory used
to a system size studied. For each system studied it was explained that the
chosen high level of theory is necessary in order to obtain reliable results,
and that lower levels of theory either provided inaccurate or misleading
results. For all the studied systems the necessary application of high level of
theory was made possible through algorithmic developments that provided
better scalability.

It has been shown that even small algorithmic developments that help
in utilizing the computing power of modern computers can enable accurate
studies that normally would be considered too time consuming or simply
not doable.
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